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The United Nations: Agenda 21

THE NEW WORLD ORDER (UK/US) is now The Old World Order http://goo.gl/0c54AY
THE GLOBAL CITIZEN: Global Government brainwashing programme for school children. http://goo.gl/LfCxi0
THE HUNGER GAMES: The Criminal Bankers commit “Crimes Against Humanity” in the US/UK/EU. http://goo.gl/hmI74N
REFUGEE CRISIS: Created by the Criminal Bankers/NWO to bring in Martial Law in EU/UK/USA by financing wars & traffickers.
GEOPOLITICS: Russia, China & the USA now playing nuclear chess over UK/US banker crimes covered up by western media.
THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL: US/UK banks finance; war, mass murder, refugee trafficking, asset stripping, civil war & Gov fail
FIDUCIARY: ICELAND sends 26 bankers to prison. http://goo.gl/qAOZ5K UK Bankers still robbing UK economy.
THE RISE OF THE PSYCHOPATHS: Criminal Bankers take control of UK/US/EU sovereign economies
THE UNITED NATIONS: UN are the source of Agenda 21, the global criminal corporate fascist government
EUROPEAN WOMEN Buy up gun stocks as refugees go on a rape spree. http://goo.gl/3jSHSa

The Busted Flush
As Russia & China stand up to US/UK aggression in Syria there is more to the story than Syria.
Russia & China have watched the Western nations bankrupt themselves with Banker Fraud instigated & calculated by The New World Order.
And they have watched The New World Order destroy country after country with criminal means & the psychopathic warmonger corporations
wrecking the planet while supposedly creating a Global Corporate Government.

It has become obvious to all that this Global Government is nothing more than an excuse to carry on their criminal corporate frauds worldwide
by financing the Pentagon military.
This hierarchy of psychopaths has been exposed for what it is & China & Russia do not want to be part of it.
While they may have some understanding of the need to keep their populations under control they certainly have no intension of letting the
morally bankrupt ego maniacs in the USA Council of Foreign Relations & the European Jewish bankers in the Bilderberg clan carve up their own
countries sovereign assets.
The UK/USA/EU Criminal Bankers went too far when they started to destroy their own sovereign economies & their own population’s wealth.
Their egocentric grandeur & greed had made them over estimate their power & led them to create the means of their own destruction.
Without their own healthy sovereign economies they do not have any consumers to play their part in the world economy.
They have lost their own power base with their own stupidity.
Russia & China have drawn a line in the sand but make no mistake, this is not just about Syria. If Russia & China face down The New World
Order criminal bankers there is nowhere else for them to go.
They have enemies in every country in the world especially their own.
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The USA Military/Industrial Complex.
There was an interesting moment during RT Crosstalk the other day
When the presenter Peter Lavelle failed to comprehend that US Foreign Policy in the Middle East
was to create failed states.
The problem here is that normal humans always try to rationalise actions into their own logic,
But these people are not normal humans. you are trying to understand the actions of paranoid psychopaths, sociopaths & criminals.
These people have to destroy other nations which they perceive as a threat.
This has progressed to every other nation being a threat unless it succumbs to USA control.
And the use of the combined soft war of Banker Crime against the economy & military/or false flag ops
to destabilise any country.
In its current paranoiac state the USA/UK Old World Order even perceives its allies the EU & Europe as a direct threat to its control.
The refugee crisis, the false flag attacks, Ukraine intervention, TTIP, new US nukes in Germany all signs of a covert warfare against Europe.
The USA/Old World Order have also turned on their own populations.

They are paranoically jealous of the ability of normal people to be happy & they have developed a plan to turn the EU/US/UK back to the dark
ages of Feudal Law.
To reduce the EU/UK/US passive domestic populations which they control to poverty & slaves controlled by Martial Law (NATO)
Paranoiacs have no respect for "norms" & like to create new enemies to toy with.
Education: Brainwashing or Fiduciary
Eton college & The Universities of Oxford & Cambridge have produced a new criminal class of sociopaths who think they have the right to rule &
conquer without restraint.
They have destroyed the UK/US/EU Justice & Democratic legal system for greed, power & profit.
This is the way that civilisations implode & self destruct naturally, by ignoring Universal Natural Law.
The psychopaths have no awareness or ability to share.
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